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RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Novatia Translations
Software Engineer

Lagos, Nigeria
Jun. 2021

● Write scalable, performant, and maintainable codes using modern technologies in
line with the best practices.

● Collaborate and communicate with a multi-disciplinary team of stakeholders,
DevOps, engineers, and designers to advance the organization’s goals.

Teqporte Cloud
Lead Software Engineer

Lagos, Nigeria
Jun. 2021

● Build high-performance and visible web apps and make significant contributions to
architectural decisions.

● Manage projects and ensure effective communications among team members.

● Train and mentor various software engineering students, presenting and guiding
them through practical projects.

WeDevelopers
Full-Stack Engineer

Lagos, Nigeria
Jul. 2021

● Engage team members and stakeholders to arrive at the best architectural
decisions.

● Write maintainable, scalable, and clean code, create and improve features, and
enhance performance.

Beam Agency
Software Engineer

Lagos, Nigeria
Dec. 2018 - Jun. 2021

● Effectively communicated with stakeholders and business minds to make the best
architectural decisions and create needed features.

● Wrote scalable and maintainable codes for various high-performing apps.

PROJECTS

OneConverse

A web app that enables multi-role participation for various translation services through an
established seamless workflow, built with ReactJs, NodeJs, and ExpressJs as the core
technologies. It features word count for textual documents, machine translation, invoice
generation, specific user authentication, authorization, etc., to allow easy connectivity and
usage across the globe.

Agrochainer

An e-commerce web app built with React, Firebase, and Paystack as the core technologies. A
platform to purchase and pay for various agro-allied produce.

SKILLS

Programming Languages

JavaScript (ES6), HTML5, CSS3, GraphQL

Libraries & Frameworks

ReactJs, Redux, NextJs, Node.Js, ExpressJs,

TailwindCSS, Socket.io

Tools & Platform

Git, Netlify, Heroku, Firebase, Vercel, MongoDB,

Webpack, Postman

Expertise

Responsive designs, Functional programming,

Algorithms, Web architecture, Software testing,

Search Engine Optimisation, Unit testing, Creative

problem-solving, Open and effective

communication

CERTIFICATIONS

● Responsive Web Design

● JavaScript Algorithms and Data
Structures

ACHIEVEMENT

● Successfully led and completed a globally
competitive project, OneConverse.

● Led a team of creative tech minds to
second place in Hacklab Foundation
2021 Hackathon

INTEREST

History, Reading, Chess, Football, Politics, Traveling
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